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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Safe Work Australia’s recently released report into fatalities from height, the report reveals that ladders are the biggest killer and that Australian workplaces are simply failing to install protection. The numbers also explode a myth: that falls from height really only concern people working on a new building site. AS1657 deals with fixed  and passive means of accessing buildings, trucks, plant and equipment, and just about any other bit of equipment that requires maintenance access.Today, I’m going to take you through the major changes that you need to be aware of to make your workplace  safe and complaint.



Big changes 

A. Design of access/selection 
B. Roof access 
C. Clarification of issues 
D. Testing and engineering 
E. Slip resistance 
F. Safe ladder design 
G. Labelling 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The major issues in the draft Australian standard are -Firstly Roof access – getting to the roof - Brittle surfaces such as asbestos cement surfaces and other frgaile surfaces like laserlite, and skylights- Intermediate landing platforms used in ladder access- The way equipment is tested and certified. �



Legislative 
Framework 

 
 
 

OH&S/WHS  
Act 

 
OH&S/WHS 
Regulations 

Building Code 
(BCA) 

 

Codes of practice  

Australian Standards 
AS 1657 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Controlling falls isn’t about just going and putting in anchors or ladders. It’s a systematic approach that is spelled out very simply in the legislation. ACT :The oh&s act doesn’t have much detail on falls. It says that we have to provide a safe working environment , and that we have to comply with regulations.The regulations have more detail about fall prevention, depending on which state you are in. The regulations are written in very legal language, and have detail about how to control falls, with particular reference to the hierarchy of controls.CODES : Codes of practise give us practical guidance on how to satisfy our obligations under regulations.This is the material that we use on a day to day basis to deal with practical issues to satisfy our obligations under the At and regulations. If you do what’s layed out in the codes of practice and compliance codes, then you’re deemed to have satisfied your obligations under the act.



Michael Tooma, Norton Rose     
Standards and legislation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The legislation contrinually referers to a notion of practicability. I’ll let you hear from specialist OH&S lawyer Michael Tooma of Norton Rose, what this means from a legal perspective. Michaels division  represents firms with around 2/3 of the fatalities in Australian workplaces every year, so his comments and advice are intensely practical and based on his personal epxereinces.  




2.2 The Means of Access shall be selected from the following list and considered 
in the hierarchical order given: 

A. Design of access/selection 
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Professor David Caple  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin with Professor Caple’s credentials. An independent OHS consultant in corporate and research employment, Professor Caple’s technical experience includes OHS and ergonomic research projects in Sweden, Hong Kong, the US, Singapore, PNG and the UK, as well as OHS management projects Australian governments and the private sector. 
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A. Design of access/selection 

1. 0° - 70° Walkway, or if not practicable levelled walkways. 
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A. Design of access/selection 

2. 7° - 20° Walkway, or if not practicable… 
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A. Design of access/selection 

3. 20° - 45° Stairway, or if not practicable… 

 



Professor David Caple  
Step ladder vs rung ladder 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin with Professor Caple’s credentials. An independent OHS consultant in corporate and research employment, Professor Caple’s technical experience includes OHS and ergonomic research projects in Sweden, Hong Kong, the US, Singapore, PNG and the UK, as well as OHS management projects Australian governments and the private sector. 
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A. Design of access/selection 
4. Step ladders, or if not practicable 
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A. Design of access/selection 

5. 70-75° Rung ladders 
 Or if not practicable… 
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A. Design of access/selection 
6. Vertical ladders 
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A. Design of access/selection 
6. Platforms and cages, or if not practicable.. 
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A. Design of access/selection 
7. If all else fails, use ladder lines 

 




Professor David Caple  
Ladder lines 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s begin with Professor Caple’s credentials. An independent OHS consultant in corporate and research employment, Professor Caple’s technical experience includes OHS and ergonomic research projects in Sweden, Hong Kong, the US, Singapore, PNG and the UK, as well as OHS management projects Australian governments and the private sector. 




B. Roof access – Brittle surfaces 

• Preference for internal access 
• Brittle surfaces/skylights 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time, there is a section specifically dedicated to roof access. It deals with the meansfor getting onto a roof and particularly the reference for internal access.Internal access is often from a lesser height and moresecure than external access.The section deals with brittle surfaces, like skylights and laerlite, and explains how these should be dealt with. This has been detaled in the codes of practise for about 20 years, but the committee thought it fitting to include this due to the risk of fatality in teh event of a fall.



Access through horizontal openings i.e Hatches 
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F. Safe ladder design 
3. Rung/tread shapes 

  



C. Clarification of issues 
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1. Rung shapes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THE RUNG ON THE LEFT IS THE ROUNDER ONE. You can see how the persons foot rolls backward, when compared to the one on the right which is flatter and more level.Based on this  the committee really needs to rethink the minimum 20mm bar for a rung, since it’s totally unsuitable.��
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C. Clarification of issues 

2. Lowest rung to landing 



C. Clarification of issues 
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2. Lowest rung to landing 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the 3 types of ladders, each had rungs or treads which were equidistant to the ground, like in the one on the right, and each had one which was a cut down modular ladder, like the one on the left hand side.Modular ladders are sold in fixed lengths of 1.2 or 2.4m and then cut down to size as you can see. This creates a situation were the bottom rung or tread is uneven.The one on the right is fabricated to suit, and all are equal.The old standard was silent on the issue of whether that last distance had to be equal. It sopke about a macimium tolerance of 5mm between treads but ��



C. Clarification of issues 
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3. Midway landing platforms – rest platforms 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the 3 types of ladders, each had rungs or treads which were equidistant to the ground, like in the one on the right, and each had one which was a cut down modular ladder, like the one on the left hand side.Modular ladders are sold in fixed lengths of 1.2 or 2.4m and then cut down to size as you can see. This creates a situation were the bottom rung or tread is uneven.The one on the right is fabricated to suit, and all are equal.The old standard was silent on the issue of whether that last distance had to be equal. It sopke about a macimium tolerance of 5mm between treads but ��



C. Clarification of issues 

5. Edges – Highlighting and marking 
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Michael Tooma, Norton Rose     
Compliance and meeting standards 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have often been asked what happens if you don’t meet the requirements of Australian standards, so I asked Michael Tooma to comment, based on his experience.  




D. Testing and engineering 

Key points 
• Applies to guard-railing, ladders, staircases 
• For resold items, testing and engineering required 
• For “one offs”, engineering/deemed to comply 

acceptable or testing. 
• Report formats 
• NATA accredited laboratories 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time, there is a section specifically dedicated to roof access. It deals with the meansfor getting onto a roof and particularly the reference for internal access.Internal access is often from a lesser height and moresecure than external access.The section deals with brittle surfaces, like skylights and laerlite, and explains how these should be dealt with. This has been detaled in the codes of practise for about 20 years, but the committee thought it fitting to include this due to the risk of fatality in teh event of a fall.



D. Testing and engineering 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time, there is a section specifically dedicated to roof access. It deals with the meansfor getting onto a roof and particularly the reference for internal access.Internal access is often from a lesser height and moresecure than external access.The section deals with brittle surfaces, like skylights and laerlite, and explains how these should be dealt with. This has been detaled in the codes of practise for about 20 years, but the committee thought it fitting to include this due to the risk of fatality in teh event of a fall.



D. Testing and engineering 
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2. Testing of ladders - Appendix 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time, there is a section specifically dedicated to roof access. It deals with the meansfor getting onto a roof and particularly the reference for internal access.Internal access is often from a lesser height and moresecure than external access.The section deals with brittle surfaces, like skylights and laerlite, and explains how these should be dealt with. This has been detaled in the codes of practise for about 20 years, but the committee thought it fitting to include this due to the risk of fatality in teh event of a fall.



E. Slip resistance 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the first time, there is a section specifically dedicated to roof access. It deals with the meansfor getting onto a roof and particularly the reference for internal access.Internal access is often from a lesser height and moresecure than external access.The section deals with brittle surfaces, like skylights and laerlite, and explains how these should be dealt with. This has been detaled in the codes of practise for about 20 years, but the committee thought it fitting to include this due to the risk of fatality in teh event of a fall.



 
 
Fixed level      
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F. Safe ladder design 
1. Top and bottom ladder landings 
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F. Safe ladder design 
2. Transition to top landing 
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F. Safe ladder design 



G. Labelling and documentation 
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• Ladders, platforms, guardrail, stairs 
• Installation requirements 



When is this effective? 

34 

• WHS and OH&S referenced docs – October 2013. 
 
 
• BCA/Building Code – 1st May 2014 

 
 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To deal with these issues, I reccomend that you do a compliance based inspections and risk based audit of the equipment at your site.The public comment period has closed for the standard, but if you feel strongly about it that shouldn’t stop you from writing to standards Australia and asking for your opinion to be considered.Just because the public comment period has closed, doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t be able to have your say on life saving issues.Thanks for attending today. If you would like a copy of my presntation, please head over to Workplace Access & Safety’s stand number XX, and ask one of my colleagues for a copy.��



Action plan (PCBU’s, facility managers, property managers, 
OH&S representatives, and anyone else in control of a workplace)  

35 

1. Testing verification and certification (NATA, ISO17025). 
2. Engineering certification and computations.  
3. Equipment compliance.  (AS1657). 
4. Installation compliance (BCA) 
5. Final inspection (NATA, ISO17020). 
6. Labelling and traceability. 
7. Maintenance and user instructions (This is plant!) 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
. PCBU’s, facility managers, property managers, OH&S representatives, and anyone else in control of a workplace  Ask your installer to provide 3rd party evidence that the product complies as a minimum with AS/NZS5532, the base standard for safety. Adequate evidence that the product meets the minimum Standard is attained by:independent certification by an accreditation body (SAI Global or equivalent), orindependent certification by a registered structural engineer confirming AS/NZS5532 compliance, and, testing in a NATA accredited testing facility or equivalent* to AS/NZS5532, noting that testing claims to AS/NZS1891 part 3. And in house testing claims are unreliable and inadequate.Confirm that the system has been installed to the designers layout and specification, and in the exact locations prescribed. If you haven’t got your own copy of the design layout or rigging plan, ask your installer to provide you with one.Make sure that the installer has installed the anchor points to the manufacturers installation instructions. Verify this yourself by doing a spot check on at least two anchor points as a minimum.  Ensure that the compliance plate has the correct information in relation to load ratings, the number of users, lanyard lengths and any other system specific information. Check that the compliance plate reflects the minimum frequency of inspection as mandated by your state based legislation (NSW is annual, QLD, WA, ACT, SA, VIC, TAS is 6 monthly). Make sure it has been inspected to those requirements.Check the handover package to make sure that a rigging plan or layout is included for you to induct the worker into the system each time it is used, and that this reflects exactly what is on your roof. Check the user manual for any system specific requirements such as hardware, shuttles or special length lanyards to be used with the system. Ensure that you have these on site, and that they are available for use by the worker.If a worker can fall off the system, make sure that you have a site specific rescue plan, with appropriate equipment and personnel to carry out the rescue.Verify that your Height Safety Inspector has undergone appropriate competency based training to perform the work, or that the contracted inspection agency has an  appropriate 3rd party accreditation to perform the inspections such as a NATA accredited inspection agency or equivalent*.



How do you know it complies? 
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• Independent 3rd party certification of 
product. 
 
 

• Product and installation certified to BCA 
(National Construction Code). 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To deal with these issues, I reccomend that you do a compliance based inspections and risk based audit of the equipment at your site.The public comment period has closed for the standard, but if you feel strongly about it that shouldn’t stop you from writing to standards Australia and asking for your opinion to be considered.Just because the public comment period has closed, doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t be able to have your say on life saving issues.Thanks for attending today. If you would like a copy of my presntation, please head over to Workplace Access & Safety’s stand number XX, and ask one of my colleagues for a copy.��



 
Q&A 
 
 

37 Last Revised: 1 October 2015 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To deal with these issues, I reccomend that you do a compliance based inspections and risk based audit of the equipment at your site.The public comment period has closed for the standard, but if you feel strongly about it that shouldn’t stop you from writing to standards Australia and asking for your opinion to be considered.Just because the public comment period has closed, doesn’t mean that you shouldn’t be able to have your say on life saving issues.Thanks for attending today. If you would like a copy of my presntation, please head over to Workplace Access & Safety’s stand number XX, and ask one of my colleagues for a copy.��
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